Appendix E-Classroom plans
Classroom plan - Lesson 1 Floating and sinking

Classroom plan - Lesson 2 Light and shadows
Classroom plan - Lesson 3 Properties and characteristics of materials

Classroom plan - Lesson 4 Pushing and pulling
Classroom plan - Lesson 5 Magnetism

Classroom plan - Lesson 6 Mapping – Litter/plans
Classroom plan - Lesson 7 Magnetism/Reactions

Classroom plan - Lesson 8 Body parts
Classroom plan - Lesson 9 Look outside

Classroom plan – Lesson 10 Planting
Classroom plan - Lesson 11 Construction

Classroom plan - Lesson 12 Colours
Classroom plan - Lesson 13 Sounds

Classroom plan - Lesson 14 Air
Classroom plan - Lesson 15 Minibeast hunt

Classroom plan - Lesson 16 Minibeast collection